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In this study, the quantum mechanics calculations were performed
on M(Chel) where M=Ni(II) and Chel=BAE(bis-acetylacetone
ethylenedimine),
BFE=
bis(1,1,1-triflouroacetylacetone)
ethylenedimine
and
BCE=bis(3chloroacetylacetone)ethylenedimine) ligands using Gaussian 03
and hartree-fock theory (HF) at B3LYP/6-311G level in the gas
phase and solution phase were applied. The polarized continuum
model (PCM) is used to calculate salvation energies. After
optimizing, various parameters such as electrode potentials, energy
gap, chemical hardness, chemical potential and electrophilicity in
solvent (DMSO) have been calculated. It was found to be planar and
four-coordinate. Reduction potentials toward a given M(II),
according to the Schiff base ligands, were changed in the trend:
BAE>BCE>BFE.
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Introduction

One of the methods for studying drugs is the

Schiff bases are some of the most widely

use of Gaussian software and hartree-fock

used organic compounds. They serve as

theory (HF). The hartree-fock theory (HF) is

pigments and dyes, catalysts, intermediates

a

inorganic synthesis and polymer stabilizers
[1]. Schiff bases also exhibit a wide variety of

computational

method

of

quantum

mechanics used in physics and chemistry to
examine the basic state electron structure in

biological activities including antifungal,

multiple

antibacterial, antitumor, anti-inflammatory,

molecules, and dense phases. Using a series

trypanocidal, anti-HIV, antimalarial and

Schiff bases have been widely used as
ligands because of the high stability of
coordination compounds with different
oxidation states. The π-system in a Schiff
often

imposes

a

geometrical

constriction and affects the electronic
structure as well. Transition metal Schiff
base complexes have been studied as
catalysts

in

organic

especially

atoms,

of approximations in this theory increases
the accuracy of this method in the

anti-urease activities [2-5].

base

systems,

redox

and

electrochemical reduction reactions [6]. The
ability to calculate redox potentials is

calculation

of

interactions.

The

calculations

are

exchange-correlation
results

of

consistent

the

HF

with

the

experimental results. This method is also
close to the initial computational method
and the semi-experimental computational
method, because the Schrödinger equation
is solved confidently and, on the other hand,
the empirical data are investigated. The
calculations of the functional density theory
can evaluate about 500 atoms [10-12].

accurately advantageous in a number of

Thermodynamic,

different areas, particularly where the

properties of drugs can be studied using

experimental measurement is difficult due

Gaussian software [13]. With the help of

to complex chemical equilibria and the

electron properties, their reactivity can be

design of molecules with particular redox

found. Energy gap, the chemical potential

properties is of interest [7].

(μ),

Nickel complexes play a prominent role in
bio-inorganic redox enzyme system [8] and
square planar nickel complexes in context of
some other factors can cause the cleavage of
plasmid DNA [9].

chemical

electron,

hardness

orbital

(η)

and

electrophilicity (ω) are some of the
parameters that show these properties. The
levels of HOMO and LUMO energies are
extracted directly from the output file of
Gaussian calculations [14-15].
The electrochemical properties of M(Chel)

15
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were observed where M=Ni(II) and Chel=

(PCM) solvation containing CPCM were

BAE

carried out to study the molecular structure,

bis(acetylacetone)ethylenediamine,

BFE=bis(1,1,1-triflouroacetylacetone)

solvation energies, sum of electronic,

ethylenediamine

thermal free energies, and the vibrational

acetylacetone

and

BCE=bis(3-chloro

ethylenediamine)

ligands

were investigated in DMSO as solvent. It was

frequencies of both reduced nickel (Ni+) and
their oxidized form (Ni2+) at electrode.

found to be planar and four-coordinate
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. The general structure of the Schiff
base complex
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Experimental
Material and Method
In this research, the vibrational frequencies

(b)

for some complexes are calculated for
validation of the structure because the
molecular parameters are controlled by the
structure. Moreover, standard electrode
potential and other parameter of reaction
for complexes is also calculated using the
optimized structure at Gaussian 03 program

(c)

(Figure 2). Many study results have

Figure 2. Optimized structure of complexes:
a-Ni(BAE) b- Ni(BCE) c- Ni(BFE)

indicated that hartee-fock theory is a
powerful

method

for

predicting

the

geometry and hormonic vibration of organic
compounds [16-20]. Therefore, the HF/6311G with polarized continuum model
16

Results and Discussion
Reaction 1 depicts the one electron
oxidation reaction of the Ni2+.
Reaction 1:
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Ni2+ + e → Ni+
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Geometry optimizations for all of the

E°ref is the experimental potential of a

compounds were performed in gas phase

standard electrode (in this work reference

and solution phase on HF/6-311G level of

electrode is Ag/AgCl and E0ref.=0.197 V), E°1/2

theory. The gas-phase Gibbs free energy

is the calculated potential and F is the

change (ΔG°gas) of reaction 1 was calculated

faraday constant (F=96941 Cmol-1).

using Eq.1.

To obtain the half-wave potential of the

ΔG°gas = Gºgas (Ni+)-Gºgas (Ni2+)

(Eq.1)

drugs, first, the molecules were optimized

A common practice to calculate Gibbs free-

by

energy changes of an reaction (ΔG°total) is by

Gaussian software. Then, the values of G 0

summing ΔG°gas and ΔΔG°solv using the

were obtained for the oxidation and

thermodynamic cycle of Figure 3 and Eq. 2.

reduction states of the gas and solution

ΔG°total = ΔG°gas+ ΔΔG°solv

oxidation

and

reduction

using

0
state, besides, the values ∆Gtotal
were

(Eq. 2)

obtained for each molecule (Table 1).
Finaly, Eº1/2 is calculated according Eq. 3.

Finally, the half-wave potential was

ΔG°total=nf

calculated [21] (Table 2).

(E°1/2

-E°ref)

(Eq. 3)

Where ΔG° is total free energy for reaction 1,
Ni2+
(𝑔𝑎𝑠) →

∆G0(gas)

Ni+
(𝑔𝑎𝑠)
0
0
∆Gsolv
(B) ∆Gsolv (A)

Ni2+
(𝑠𝑜𝑙.) →

∆G 0total

Ni+
(𝑠𝑜𝑙.)

Figure 3. The thermodynamic cycle proposed to convert the standard Gibbs energy of an isodesmic
reaction in the gas phase to the standard Gibbs energy of reaction in solution
Table 1.Thermodynamic parameters 1 of the studied complexes
Comp. 1
Ni(BAE)
Ni(BCE)
Ni(BFE)

ΔU 0 gas
-37.75994
-266.68251
-526.87216

ΔG 0 gas
-247.97845
-239.45870
-500.89809

ΔΔG 0solv.
38.59298
52.94160
367.90865

ΔG 0total
-209.38547
-186.51710
-132.98944

The energies are in kjmol -1

Table 2. Calculated standard electrode potentials of studied molecules (in V) in DMSO solvent
Ni(BAE)
Ni(BCE)
Ni(BFE)

17

E 0 cal.
-1.973
-1.736
-1.181
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E 0exp.
-1.901
-1.705
-1.360
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Reduction potentials toward a given M(II)
according to the Schiff base ligands were
changed in the trend: BAE>BCE>BFE. In
contrast to the oxidation potentials, the
BFE

complexes

with

electron-

withdrawing group were reduced at
lower potentials. It is good agriment with
experimental data [22].

Chemical Potential =

𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂 +𝐸𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂
2

(2)

Physically, the chemical potential (μ)
describes the tendency of an electron to
escape from an equilibrium system. The
greater the chemical potential, the lower
the stability and the greater the reactivity
are meant to be. The results showed that

The energy gap is the difference between
the two energy levels of HOMO and LUMO,
which is obtained as follows:
ENERGY GAP= E LUMO – EHOMO

amount of chemical potential:

the absolute value of chemical potential in
Ni(BFE) is more than Ni(BAE) and
Ni(BCE) (Table 1). In other words,

(1)

E LUMO is the lowest unoccupied level of
electron and E HOMO is the highest occupied
level of the electron. The values of these
energy levels are obtained from the NBO
output file information. The higher the
difference between the two energy levels
of HOMO and LUMO, the harder the
transfer electrons between these two
levels due to the increased energy
required for electron transfer between
these two surfaces, and thus, reactivity
decreases.

Ni(BFE)is more reactive than the Ni(BAE)
and Ni(BCE).
In a molecule, chemical hardness (η) [24]
measures

resistance

to

changes

in

electron configuration, electron transfer
or charge transfer. Based on the energy
level of molecular orbitals, the chemical
hardness

corresponds

to

the

mean

difference between the two levels of
HOMO and LUMO. The results showed
that in both gas and solution phases, the
chemical hardness in the Ni(BFE) was less
than that of the Ni(BAE) and Ni(BCE)

The following equation [23] calculates the

(Table 3).

Table 3. Calculated electronic properties of drugs: a-anthraquinone b-2,5-dimethyl-1,4benzoquinone c-phenyl-1,4-benzoquinone in three solvents (eV)
E HOMO (eV)
E LUMO (eV)
Eg
μ
η
ω

18

Ni(BAE)
0.05281
0.16273
0.15088
-0.19502
0.07540
0.25207

Ni(BCE)
0.04027
0.14632
0.21806
-0.14317
0.10903
0.09400
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Ni(BFE)
-0.17642
0.21903
0.13760
0.20669
0.0688
0.31047
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There is a direct relationship between

half-wave potential was calculated.

chemical hardness and energy gap. The

2. E 0 1/2 values for Ni(BAE) are higher than

greater the energy gap, the harder and

Ni(BCE) and Ni(BFE). On the other

more stable the molecule, resulting in

hand, any amount, oxidation potentials

reduced reactivity.

a molecule is lower, more easily

In organic chemistry, an electrophile is

oxidized. Consequently, its antioxidant

electron absorbent. Electrophiles are

power, is higher.

either positive or neutral and have empty
orbitals that are changed into rich centers
to absorb electrons. When the two
molecules react together, a molecule acts
as a nucleophilic system (nucleophilic
addition), while the other operates as an
electrophilic

system

(electrophilic

addition). Electrophilicity (ω) is a HOMOLUMO-dependent parameter that affects
the structural reactivity. Electrophilicity
is compatible with chemical potential and
chemical hardness. This parameter is

3. In conclusion, computational studies
for calculation of E 01/2 were considered
as

very

suitable

to

evaluate

the

antioxidant activity for complexes.
4. The results showed that energy gap,
electrophilicity and chemical potential
values of Ni(BFE) were more than
Ni(BAE)

and

Ni(BCE).

Therefore,

Ni(BFE) is more reactive than Ni(BAE)
and Ni(BCE).
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